Policy on Articulation Agreements and Automatic Admission

Effective for Spring 2016

The University of Hawai‘i automatic admission program allows UH Community College students who are completing their associate in arts or select associate in science degrees to transfer to a four-year campus in the UH System without having to reapply and pay an application fee. Specific to the UH West O‘ahu campus, this policy approves participation in the automatic admission program for UH Community College students graduating from any associate in science or associate in applied science program for which an articulated transfer pathway has been established to UH West O‘ahu via a formal Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) or Articulation Agreement. All active articulated associate’s programs will be considered eligible for automatic admission. Interested students will need to comply with the eligibility requirements and deadlines established for the University of Hawai‘i automatic admission program. This policy will take effect for the Spring 2016 automatic admissions program cycle and continue for each successive semester.
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